SOFTCOMM HEADSETS

SOFTCOMM C-10
CHANCELLOR HEADSET
- 24 db passive NRR • Mono/Stereo switchable • Built-in PTT switch • Black gel and foam ear seals included • M-56 electret mic • 66" Flexible Heavy Duty Cables • Wt: 15.1oz. head weight • 5 year warranty
P/N 11-03756 ............. $164.00

SOFTCOMM C-20
PHOENIX HEADSET
- 23 db passive NRR • 5 year warranty • Mono/Stereo switchable • Extra large thick soft ear seals • M-56 electret mic • 66" Flexible Heavy Duty Cables • Weight: 13.9 oz. head weight
P/N 11-04761 ............. $152.95

SOFTCOMM C-30
WHITE NIGHT HEADSET
- 22 db passive NRR • 3 year warranty • Mono / Stereo switchable • Lightweight foam ear seals • M-56 electret mic • 66" Flexible Heavy Duty cables • Wt: 11.9 oz head weight
P/N 11-03759 ............. $164.00

SOFTCOMM C-40
PRO-AM HEADSET
- 23 db passive NRR • Mono only • Lightweight foam ear seals • M-56 electret mic • 66" Flexible Heavy Duty Cables • Wt: 12.3 oz. head weight • 3 year warranty.
Stereo P/N 11-03761 ............. $106.95
Helicopter P/N 11-04131 ............. $185.95

SOFTCOMM C-45
PRINCE HEADSET
- 22 db passive NRR • Mono only • Lightweight foam ear seals • M-56 electret mic • 66" Flexible Heavy Duty Cables • Wt: 11.4 oz. head weight • Folds into Ball • 3 year warranty.
C-45-10A Black With Audio P/N 11-06368 ............. $99.50

SOFTCOMM C-80
BNE HEADSET
- 24 db passive NRR • Mono/Stereo switchable • M-57 electret mic • Fully flexible mic boom • 66" Flexible Heavy Duty Cables • Wt: 14 oz. C-80 head weight • Wt: 15.6 oz. • 3 conductor cell phone compatible • 3 yr warranty
P/N 11-00211 ............. $171.95

C45-10 CHILD
PRINCE HEADSET
- 22 db passive NRR • Mono only • Smaller lightweight foam ear seals • M-56 electret mic • 66" Flexible Heavy Duty Cables • Wt: 11.0 oz. head weight • Folds into Ball • 3 year warranty • Red... P/N 11-03764 ............. $88.75
Purple... P/N 11-07123 ............. $88.75
C-45-10A - Red with audio plug for CD, DVD, MP3 players or handhelds video games. P/N 11-05946 ............. $99.00

SOFTCOMM HEADSET ACCESSORIES
Black Gel Ear Seals ................ P/N 11-11834 ............. $21.50 Pr.
Cloth Comfort Covers ................ P/N 11-11810 ............. $6.95 Pr.
Foam Mike Muff ................ P/N 11-11820 ............. $2.95 Ea.

C-200 CENTURION
The C-200 headset features a contoured head pad for a soft, comfortable fit, a flex boom articulating fulcrum with adjustable mic boom and mic muff, and a small power pack with low battery LED indicator. The C-200 is cell phone ready and is complete with interface jack, inter connects cable and hands free adaptor. Other features include silver black done with silver letting, gel and foam filled ear seals; stereo/mono switch and dual volume controls, noise canceling electret mic and RF immune M-56 amplifier. 24 db passive and -19 ANR, and push-to-talk switch on ear dome. Wt: 14 oz. Power: 9V battery. 3 year warranty. Made in the USA. Specifications: • Head Weight: 14.2 oz. • Total weight: 18.5 oz. • NR Rating: -24 db Passive, -19 db active Warranty: 3yr Unconditional... P/N 11-03019 ............. $337.95

SOFTCOMM C-300 CENTURION
The C-300 headset features a fail safe power feature which automatically converts to a full performance -24 db passive headset should ANR circuit fail. The C-300 is cell tele phone ready with amplified volume, detach able cable supplied for ground phone use in noisy environments. Supports Cell Phones equipped with a 2.5mm 3 conductor hands free jack. Listen to both Cell phone and ATC at the same time. The C-300 has noise attenuation of -19db active ANR and -24 db passive, a unique noise absorbing material, positive set flex boom, soft foam ear seals, cloth covers and mic muff. Made in the USA. Specifications: • Weight: 16.2 oz. • Total weight: 21.7 oz. • NR Rating: -24 db Passive, -17 db active • Warranty: 3yr Unconditional... P/N 11-03020............. $414.00

SOFTCOMM C-40-10 RED BARON
- 23 db passive NRR • Mono only • Lightweight foam ear seals • M-56 electret mic • 66" Flexible Heavy Duty Cables • Wt: 12.5 oz. head weight • 3 year warranty
P/N 12-01087 ............. $109.85

SOFTCOMM C-50 BLACK KNIGHT
- 22 db passive NRR • Mono only • Lightweight foam ear seals • M-56 electret mic • 66" Flex HD Cables • Wt: 11.4oz. head weight • Folds into Ball
P/N 11-02654 ............. $96.75

SOFTCOMM C-60 SILVER EDITION
- 24 db passive NRR • PTT in Dome • Mono/Stereo switchable • Lightweight foam ear seals • M-56 electret mic • 66" Flexible Heavy Duty Cables • Wt: 14.9 oz. headweight • 5 year warranty
P/N 11-03766 ............. $152.95

SOFTCOMM C-40-20 HEADSET SILVER FOX
- Non-Reflective Black Metal Frame with Fixed Metal Stirrups. • Gun Metal Grey Domes with Silver Lettering. • A Black Two-Piece, 4-way Adjustable wire Mic boom. • Extra-Soft, Foam Ear Seals. • RF immune M-56 Amplifier and Noise Canceling ELECTRET microphone. • A ribbed Foam Head Pad and Black Adjustable Metal Head Band. • Mic Muff and Cloth Ear Covers ** Included ** • Golden Plated Communication cable Plugs for noise-free audio.
P/N 11-05728 ............. $122.95

SOFTCOMM C-45-20 YOUTH / PASSENGER ANR
- 22 db passive NRR • 17 db active NRR • Mono/Stereo switchable • M-56 electret mic • 66" Flexible Heavy Duty Cables • Wt: 14.5 oz. head weight • Incl. child & adult lightweight foam ear seals • Folds into Ball • 3 yr warranty
Purple... P/N 11-01283 ............. $246.95
Black... P/N 11-09529 ............. $243.95
Grey... P/N 11-09530 ............. $246.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
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